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HP DHE-6000 Wired speaker set (black)
Experience  a  new level  of  sound  quality  with  the  HP  DHE-6000 speakers.  This  unique  set  offers  not  only  top-notch  audio  but  also  an
original design with RGB lighting, which will accentuate the modernity of your gaming setup or home office. The 2.5'' drivers will deliver
unforgettable  musical  experiences,  and  the  compact  construction  will  allow you  to  place  the  equipment  without  obstacles,  even  on  a
small desk.
 
Stunning Sound
The HP DHE-6000 speakers offer an impressive power of up to 2x 3W, providing stunning sound that will fill any room. Furthermore, with
a  frequency  response  from  160  Hz  to  20  kHz,  you  can  enjoy  the  full  spectrum  of  audio,  from  deep  bass  to  clear  high  tones.  Also
noteworthy are the 2 2.5'' drivers, which guarantee clean, natural sound and incredible detail richness. The DHE-6000 model will perform
excellently not only during music listening but also while watching movies and gaming!
 
Elegant Design with RGB Lighting
The  HP  DHE-6000  not  only  sound  great  but  also  look  great.  Their  modern  design  is  enhanced  with  RGB  lighting,  which  adds  unique
character to any room. Moreover, you can turn the lights on or off at any time - the speakers allow for convenient touch control.
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Compact Dimensions
Despite impressive performance, the HP DHE-6000 speakers feature a compact, handy construction - their dimensions are only 78 x 99 x
175 mm. So, you can easily place them on a small desk, shelf, and more. They won't take up too much space!
 
Easy Setup and Operation
Installing and operating the speakers will not give you the slightest trouble. You can connect them to any audio device using a standard
jack cable and power them directly through the USB port.
 
In the Box
Speakers
Cables
User Manual
 
 
Manufacturer
HP
Model
DHE-6000
Color
Black
Nominal Power
2x 3W
Frequency Response
160 Hz - 20 kHz
Driver
2x 2.5''
Lighting
RGB
Connections
3.5mm jack (audio), USB (power)
Power Supply
USB (5V)
Dimensions
78 x 99 x 175 mm

Price:

€ 14.50

Audio, Bluetooth speakers
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